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Last fall, as negotiations
were in full swing with the Cement
League and Building Contractor’s
Association, it seemed that the
District Council would continue to
give up concrete work at an alarming
rate due to contractors terminating
their agreements and switching to
open shop policy. The high rise
industry had come to dominate the
recent construction boom seen in the
city, and unions increasingly seemed
to lose out to the non-union sector
when it came to concrete. During
these negotiations, an idea formed
that in order to secure concrete work,
the Council needed to have “concrete
workers.” Many of our members were
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already at work on high
rise concrete projects; but the
Council needed a way of increasing
leverage in the industry, to prove that
the only way to build high rise safely
and eﬃciently in the city was to build
union. What they needed was a new
Local.
“It had a tremendous eﬀect
and they were very supportive,”
says EST Joseph Geiger of the
Cement League during negotiations
when the idea of a concrete Local
was brought up. There are already
plenty of members currently
working in concrete that could be
the cornerstone of the new Local,
so “anyone who has worked over
3000 hours in the last ﬁve years
under a Cement League contract is
automatically getting transferred
over,” says Geiger. It became
clear that the contractors wanted
experienced concrete members onsite
to do concrete work, and the Council

was able to
make that connection
through their membership. “The
way that it aﬀected negotiations and
the contractor is now when they call
the out of work list, they’ll get a true
high rise concrete guy, which will
give them a more productive worker,”
says Geiger, noting that one of the
keys to recapturing the market was
making sure the correct workers were
in the market. “What I think is most
positive is that this demonstrates
that the membership and the District
Council are working together with our
contractors to ﬁgure out solutions to
problems in the market place, and I
think the Council is going to be able

to point to this
and very quickly move the
needle on the market share,”
says 2nd General Vice President
(UBC) Frank Spencer. The high
rise concrete industry presents
a high demand for concrete works
and the District Council is poised to
meet that demand.
“I think Local 212 speaks
to the needs of the industry,” says
Spencer, noting “the dockbuilders
are in one local because of the
commonality of their work; the
millwrights are in one local because
it truly is one craft; and the vertical
concrete carpenters should have their
own local, should have the ability
to interact with members who do
the same work they do every day,
talk about job opportunities among
themselves and how they can make
the industry better and safer. I think
it’s very logical that carpenters who
do the same work and have the same
interests are in the same Local, and
their interests should be represented.”
Geiger notes that “it’s something
that’s long overdue, that they should
have their own identity. We’re trying
to grow with the industry, get more
people, recapture market share,” but
it seemed tough to do that without
recognizing and adapting to the
problems the Council was facing in
that sector. “For the District Council,
it’s a huge market, and it’s also where
the work starts for us, so if we’re not
controlling the vertical concrete, we’re

probably
not going to
the control the
interior,” says
Spencer.
Along with
the help of the UBC
and Council leadership,
the new Local needed
concrete workers to step up and
be ready to help direct the genesis
of the oﬃce in such an demanding
industry. “When they (the UBC)
asked me how many reps I thought
we’d need, I said ‘two.’ And General
President McCarron immediately said
‘we’ll match you with two more’.” Four
new Business Representatives were
hired straight from concrete jobsites
to start laying the groundwork that
would make opening day for Local
212 a running start. “The idea is for
this Local to be the tip of the sword,”
says Rep Pete Corrigan. “We do it
better, faster, safer, the union and
this Local are about taking back the
market that belongs to us,” says Rep
David Caraballoso. Rep Jodie Ann
Beatty says “I love what I do, and we
wouldn’t be here if we didn’t love it,
and we have to do this collectively,” as
Rep Chris Vesely also notes “we’re one
team, top to bottom, front to back,
from here on in. We have to look out
for each other we are getting those
jobs back.” The Council also asked
Tom McKeon, a current Business
Agent, to help handle the transition
with his vast experience on the job
and as a Representative with the
Council. “One of my talking points is
‘consider this a unique opportunity,’

you
have the
beneﬁt of being
represented by four
business agents
who are solely
dedicated to the
high rise concrete
sector,” says
McKeon on what
he tells members
who ask questions
about joining the
new Local. “This Local
is created to go after the
work we don’t have; so you
have four Reps who came up in the
ranks of the industry you work in,
you’re more than often going to know
them or someone who has worked
with them, they’re fresh oﬀ the tools,
and they understand your work
culture,” he says.
Another way of ensuring that
the Council is meeting the demands
of the industry is through the NYC
Carpenter’s Training Center. “It all
came about while we were discussing
apprentices, as far as training for high
rise concrete; we felt it would be
better if we could draw up a speciﬁc
curriculum,” says Geiger. However,
similar to how there already existed a
contingent of concrete workers in the
membership, there were also courses
that existed in the apprenticeship
program that covered concrete
forms, which presented a surprising
problem. However, Director of the
Training Center, Walter Warzecha,
saw an opportunity to build a better
program: “(When working with the
Department of Labor) you can’t
duplicate a program, even if it’s your
own program, so our carpenters
used to get two weeks of concrete,
but that’s it, just two weeks. Now,
we have to build a program around
concrete. It’s concrete construction,
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you can’t reinvent the wheel, but
solved two problems: it allows our
members to go out and strip the
we’re going to expand it to the
most talented non-union
diﬀerent types of form and the
workers, which
diﬀerent types of work, so instead
slows down the
of two weeks, they’re going to get
four years.” And the plan is to keep
competition;
funneling in new concrete workers
and then
with the high safety standards the
put those
apprenticeship program is known
workers
for producing. Warzecha is ready
back to
to ﬁnd the ones he knows will want
work on a
to start with concrete and stay with
union job,
concrete: “Right now, we still do
so you’re
our specialty recruitments, so we’re
bringing
going to attract the individual that
in skilled,
knows they’re signing up for high rise credible guys
who have been
concrete.” He says that a plus for
in the industry,”
those apprentices will be that from
says Spencer. Having
the start, “once the job gets going,
you’re working with your tools in the turned so many non-union jobsites
thick of it with everybody.”
and workers since the program’s
While the largest haul has
inception last year, these members
been building something new, the
are getting in on the ground ﬂoor
Council is also using recent programs of a Local that represents the work
to help bolster the Local as it gets
they’ve been doing for years, and
going, utilizing the Provisional
can help shape as the industry grows
Carpenters program as both an inﬂux and hopefully becomes dominantly
of membership and an example
union. But the program is only just
of how to recapture the market,
beginning, as McKeon notes that
all already within the concrete
“the non-union sector has upped its
construction world. The Program
game, they’ve taken on projects they
has recorded signiﬁcant success in
never would have before.” And by
ﬁnding new carpenters who have
pulling the best non-union workers
experience in concrete, and pulling
into Local 212, the Council is hoping
them from non-union sites, stripping to stem the tide early of what
them of their
McKeon calls
best workers
“the threat now
“It’s something that’s long
and slowing
overdue, that they should have of some our
down the
long standing,
their
own
identity.
We’re
trying
work, stopping
tried and
it all together, to grow with the industry, get
true general
more people, recapture market contractors…
or allowing
it to become
moving away
share” - Joe Geiger
a union site
from us; they
with Provisional Carpenters. “The
want the option of going open-shop.”
Provisional program is kind of a
The UBC is also seeing Local
key motivating point to all of this,
212 as an example of what can be
because we’ve had such a diﬃcult
done in other markets around the
time securing that market, and we
country. “I already see similarities in
traditionally didn’t go after work
D.C. that there may be opportunities
we didn’t have,” says McKeon,
there, there’s height restrictions but
pointing out that the impetus for
there still is a lot of vertical concrete
the creation of the Local is what
that we don’t have the market there,”
also set in motion the plans for
says Spencer. Although other cities
the Provisional program. “I think
would be logistically diﬀerent, with
it’s extremely innovative, the team
their own sets of pros and cons,
24
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“New York sets the tone in a lot of
ways, but this is something that if
it works well here, now they
can go to other markets
and recreate it,” says
McKeon, noting
that cities that
used to be so
predominantly
union might
ﬁnd concrete
as a way back
in. “Detroit
was traditionally
a union city just
like New York, it
was such a bastion of
union membership that
has taken one of the worst
beatings,” he says. Spencer, who was
formerly served with the Eastern
Regional Councils and Districts,
sees other Councils taking note of
the success with Local 212. “I’m
sure they’ll be knocking on Joe’s
door asking how it’s done. I think
Joe and the leadership team has
put something in place that is going
to allow them to turn the market
around; Atlanta comes to mind, the
Florida market, and the southern
markets would be the largest
challenge for us.”
Though Local 212 is only
now opening for business, and its
battles lay ahead, the most important
step has already been taken: that
of recognizing a problem plaguing
the Council, and ﬁnding a solution
that can begin to break into the
strongholds that should be union. “I
liken it to the District Council just
stepping up, recognizing a problem,
and saying ‘how are we going to
address it?’ and get in line with our
development partners and make
sure that we control the market,”
says Spencer. McKeon is happy
that “members can focus on this as
a success story, something that has
turned the tide in one small segment
and can be successful.” He brings up
that “we are recapturing something
that we haven’t had in 40-50 years;
we have turned more in a short
amount of time than we have in my

career.” Along with the Provisional
program, it lead to the realization
that concrete was a sector that could
be conquered, by combining the
contractors and concrete workers
already with the union and the
ones who could be convinced that
building union in New York City
was the smart way to go. “We’re

carpenters, we build things; we’re not
lathers, we don’t tear things down,”
says McKeon, noting that this group
is uniquely designed to achieve
both goals: building the union
membership and turning the nonunion membership. “When was the
last time a blue-collar guy brought
a billionaire to a complete halt?

That’s what this group is capable of
doing,” says Corrigan, pointing out
that concrete has become such an
important part of New York City
construction that the specialized
concrete worker is just as important.
“It’s more like a sense of ownership,
asking ‘hey this is your local, what do
you guys want to do?’” (Geiger).

Meet the New Local 212 Business Agents
Jodie Ann
Beatty
Jodie Ann Beatty has
been a member since
2004 and was originally
inducted into Local 608.
She is on the Steering
Committee for the Sisters
in the Brotherhood
Chapter (since 2011), and
currently lives in Greenpoint, where she has lived all
her life. “The union is important to NYC because of
the rate of deaths that have been happening over the
last year. We need to educate the unskilled, exploited,
and underpaid workers, they are unaware that they are
being forced to do things that are illegal and unfair.” To
the younger generation she says “Stick with it, never
give up and learn everything that you can and share
that knowledge with the generation coming in behind
you; that is what a brotherhood is built on!”

Peter
Corrigan

Peter Corrigan joined Local
608 nine years ago, merged
through to Local 157, and is
now joining 212. He’s held a
number of positions including
Financial Secretary, Warden,
has been a part of the Trial
and Election Committees,
and was recently a delegate to the 41st General Convention.
He currently lives in North Jersey, and his most memorable
job was the K Building with Pinnacle Group. “The Union is
important because it sets the standards for everyone else
in the industry. Without the union my family wouldn’t be
where it is today. The bottom line is, in this Union, if you put
something into it, the beneﬁts can be endless. If there isn’t an
organization like this to ensure that everyone gets their fair
piece of the pie, workers will be exploited.” To the younger
generation of carpenters he says “get involved, we need to
ﬁght to hold on to what we have and relentlessly push forward
to get more.”

Christopher
Vesely
Christopher Vesely is a 22
year member from Valley
Stream, NY, who has been
a certiﬁed shop steward,
and member of Locals 348,
45, and now 212. The
Freedom Tower stands
out in his mind as his most memorable job. “The union
is important because it provides construction workers
with certain rights and protections that weren’t available
in the non-union sector. In NYC, unions have proven
that we can build safer, better, and quicker than nonunion.” To the incoming generation of carpenters he says
“become experts at your trade, be responsible, look out
for one another like family, and remember that former
members sacriﬁced for what we have; the future of the
Brotherhood is up to you.”

David
Caraballoso

David Caraballoso has
been a member since 2004,
originally joining Local 11
in upstate New York, and
then transferring in the city
to 157, before joining the
new Local 212, recently
being appointed to the role
of President. He was born and raised in Manhattan, and
his favorite job was “Tower One, the views from the top
of that building were stunning.” He believes the union is
important “because it provides access to the middle class
for millions of people who would otherwise fall into the
clutches of poverty. Trade unions speciﬁcally for over a
century have been the backbone of developed countries;
if trade unions disappear, we will be left with very rich
people and very poor people and a lot of empty space
between them.” To the incoming carpenters he says
“learn your craft, work hard, respect those around you,
and conduct yourself in a way that demands respect.”
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